
*Speak2 75 only, Super-wideband audio experience requires UC client support, and device support 
**Initial activation is required via the Jabra Sound+ or Jabra Direct apps
***Avoid exposing the USB cable or adapter plug to moisture or liquids and never charge or power up if the USB cable or adapter plug is wet or moist 
****Sustainable materials include post-consumer recycled, post-industrial recycled or bio-based materials

SPEAK2 RANGE

The next generation of 
professional speakerphones, 
engineered for hybrid working
Technology for life’s new rhythm

DATA SHEET

SPEAK2 75

SPEAK2 55

SPEAK2 40

OUTSTANDING AUDIO QUALITY
Forget everything you think you know about portable speakerphones. 
We’re tearing up the rule book with the new Speak2 Range, featuring 
super-wideband audio*, and advanced full-range speakers. This 
cutting-edge tech puts you front and center, unscrambling all of the 
possible frequencies in your voice’s natural range. It’s a dramatically 
more powerful audio experience.

ADVANCED FULL DUPLEX AUDIO
Some speakerphones don’t allow both sides to speak and be 
heard at the same time, but we think conversations are better 
when they flow naturally. Speak2 is our first range of 
speakerphones to be specifically engineered for perfect full 
duplex audio, going way beyond standard speakerphone 
performance. So your conversations can flow freely in both 
directions, just like they would in person.

UPGRADED MICROPHONE TECHNOLOGY
The Speak2 Range features four of the most state-of-the-art 
beamforming microphones, more than ever in a Jabra 
speakerphone, and the very latest digital signal processing 
algorithms. This allows them to effortlessly harness every change 
in voice tone, to pick up every nuance (because it’s not what you 
say, it’s how you say it). Innovative noise reduction technology 
keeps background distractions at bay. The result is an 
outstanding audio performance that’s truly unmatched.

UNIQUE MICROPHONE QUALITY INDICATOR
See at a glance how well you’re being heard at all times, wherever 
you are in the room, with the only speakerphone on the market to 
feature a custom-designed Microphone Quality Indicator.* 
Tap-activated via the Sound+ and Jabra Direct apps, this intuitive 
360-degree light ring gives you a visual indication of when you’re 
coming across loud and clear, and when you need to huddle in a 
little closer. It’s like having a personal voice coach in every 
meeting.**

ALL-NEW VOICE LEVEL NORMALIZATION
We know how vital it is that everyone can be heard equally, so the 
new Speak2 Range is the first to be engineered with our latest 
cutting-edge Voice Level Normalization technology. That means 
you’ll be heard whether you speak with quiet confidence or 
enthusiastic energy. Now you can be yourself and speak in the 
way that’s most natural for you.

PREMIUM PORTABLE DESIGN
The iconic, much-loved ‘puck’ shape of the original Speak 
Series gets a serious makeover with Speak2. It’s modern and 
minimal, with brushed aluminum detailing* and premium 
custom-designed speaker fabric, engineered to deliver the 
most optimal audio experience. It’s small and durable enough 
to throw into your bag, too. Looks sleeker than ever.  
Performs better than ever.

ADDED DURABILITY
We’ve made sure the Speak2 Range is built to handle anything a 
busy hybrid working day throws at it – from messy kitchens to 
deep work bags – with all-new IP64***-rated protection from dust 
and water. So you can use it anywhere, without worrying.

EASE OF USE & BATTERY LIFE
Just plug-and-play and you’re off faster than you can say “you’re 
on mute”. Go wireless with up to 32 hours of battery, and make 
setup even more of a snap with Microsoft Swift Pair and Google 
Fast Pair. Your Speak2 is ready for anything.

FUTURE-PROOF
Speak2 is the first range of speakerphones in its category to have 
both USB C and USB A connectors on the same cable, so you 
won’t need to tear the office apart looking for an adapter, plus 
it’ll work now, and when you get a new computer. And since we’re 
givers, we’ll also keep you ahead of the game with regular 
firmware updates via Jabra Direct and Xpress software. You can 
even customize your settings with the Sound+app.* 
Just think of it as your flexible friend.

SUSTAINABILITY
To help take care of our planet, we consider sustainability 
carefully at every stage of product development. That’s why the 
casing of Speak2 55 & 40 is made with over 50% sustainable 
materials**** and both devices feature a number of built-in parts 
that can be easily repaired or replaced. Better sustainability = 
longer speaker life = great calls for you and your team for 
years to come.



© 2022 GN Audio A/S. All rights reserved. ® Jabra is a registered trademark of GN Audio A/S.
EN Jabra Speak2 Range Datasheet A4 031122*Initial activation is required via the Jabra Sound+ or Jabra Direct apps

**MS variant only

Features Speak2 75

Features SPEAK2 40 SPEAK2 55 SPEAK2 75 

Audio No. of microphones 4 4 4

Full Duplex Yes Yes Yes

Noise reduction Echo, noise Echo, noise, reverb Echo, noise, reverb

Pick up range 2.3m 2.3m 2.5m

Super-wideband No (wideband) No (wideband) Yes

Voice Level Normalization Yes (outgoing) Yes (outgoing) Yes (incoming and outgoing)

Speaker size 50mm 50mm 65mm

Microphone Quality  
Indicator No No Yes*

Flexibility Battery life N/A Up to 12 hours Up to 32 hours

Weight 245g 286g 466g

Travel pouch Yes Yes Yes

Bluetooth N/A 5.1 5.2

USB connectivity USB C/A USB C/A USB C/A

IP rating IP64 IP64 IP64

Pairing N/A Google Fast Pair Google Fast Pair, MS Swift Pair

App Support Jabra Direct, Jabra Xpress Jabra Direct, Jabra Xpress Jabra Sound+, Jabra Direct,  
Jabra Xpress

Certifications Certified for Microsoft Teams**, Zoom,  
Google Meet

Microsoft Teams**, Zoom,  
Google Meet

Microsoft Teams**, Zoom,  
Google Meet and more

Room systems No No Microsoft Teams Rooms**,  
Zoom Rooms

CERTIFICATIONS
The Speak2 Range is certified for all leading virtual meeting platforms, and optimizes the whole experience, for professional call 
quality every time. So whether you prefer to jump on Microsoft Teams, Google Meet or Zoom, you can rely on seamless plug-and-play 
connectivity and reliably brilliant meetings right from the get-go. Now you can get together from anywhere.

works with
Meet



SELLING TIPS

Speak Up to Sell Up
SPEAK2
This is the upgrade your customers are waiting for



SPEAK2 75 SPEAK 750 SPEAK2 55 SPEAK 510 SPEAK2 40 SPEAK 410

PRICE 369$/339€ (+20 w. dongle) 362$/329€ (w. dongle) 189$/169€ 164$/145€ (+34 w. dongle) 169$/149€ 129$/123€

PICK-UP RANGE 2.5 meter 2.3 meter 2.3 meter 1.5 meter 2.3 meter 1.5 meter

AUDIO Full duplex Full duplex Full duplex Half duplex Full duplex Half duplex

65 mm speaker for calls & music 56 mm speaker for calls & music 50 mm speaker for calls & music 50 mm speaker for calls 50 mm speaker for calls & music 50 mm speaker for calls

Echo/noise/reverb cancellation Echo & noise cancellation Echo & noise cancellation Echo & noise cancellation Echo & noise cancellation Echo & noise cancellation

Super-Wideband Audio via USB Wideband audio Wideband audio Wideband audio Wideband audio Wideband audio

4 Beamforming Microphones 1 omni microphone 4 Beamforming Microphones 1 omni microphone 4 Beamforming Microphones 1 omni microphone

Voice Level Normalization Voice Level Normalization Voice Level Normalization

Microphone Quality Indicator

MOBILITY Jabra Link 380 (sold separately) Jabra Link 370 N/A Jabra Link 370 N/A N/A

Felt pouch 
(+88% recycled materials)

Pouch Felt pouch  
(+86% recycled materials)

Pouch Felt pouch  
(+86% recycled materials)

Pouch

32 hours battery 11 hours battery 12 hours battery 15 hours battery No battery No battery

CERTIFICATIONS Google Meet Google Meet Google Meet Google Meet

Microsoft Teams Microsoft Teams Microsoft Teams Microsoft S4B Microsoft Teams Microsoft S4B

Microsoft Team Rooms Zoom Zoom

Zoom

Zoom Rooms (USB)

FLEXIBILITY & 
DESIGN

+33% sustainable materials 
(of all mechnical parts)

+50% sustainable materials 
(of all mechnical parts)

+50% sustainable materials 
(of all mechnical parts)

IP64 dust & water resistant IP64 dust & water resistant IP64 dust & water resistant

Google Fast Pair &  
Microsoft Swift Pair

Google Fast Pair N/A

Mobile App support:  
Jabra Sound+

Integrated USB C/A USB-A only Integrated USB C/A USB-A only Integrated USB C/A USB-A only

BT 5.2 BT 4.2 BT 5.1 BT 3.0 N/A N/A

It’s Time to Speak Up with SPEAK2
Upgrade your customers to the next generation of our  
world-leading speakerphone series



Techie features explained
Understand our advanced technology inside out

Super- 
Wideband  

Audio &  
full range  
speaker 
(exclusive to Speak2 75)

A dramatically more  
powerful audio experience

Super- wideband audio  
captures a wider range of speech 
than ever before in a Jabra  
speakerphone, transmitting high 
quality, professional audio* so 
users’  voices - and their favorite 
songs - can be heard in  
crystal-clear detail. 

This speakerphone might be small 
in size but it’s BIG on sound- a 
65mm full range speaker covers 
the entire human vocal range,  
delivering crystal-clear sound  
quality to calls, and rich audio  
with deep bass for music.

Advanced  
Full Duplex 

Audio

Natural conversations

This audio system is powered  
by the four state-of-the art micro-
phones and advanced algorithms 
to support overlapping speech 
and transmission of audio data in 
both directions simultaneously. 
Just like a telephone signal, there 
are two communication paths. 
One path receives audio data, 
while the other path transmits 
speech to the rest of the confer-
ence. This allows users to speak 
and be heard at the same time, 
without cutting off the speaker’s 
sound, making conversations flow 
more naturally.

All-new 
Voice Level 

Normalization

Speak the way that suits you

Even if someone speaks in ALL 
CAPS while their colleague lets  
out the tiniest of squeaks, they’ll 
be received and heard at equal 
volume level. This helps to reduce 
sudden peaks in sound or the  
need to boost the volume when 
users go quiet. Now everyone  
can relax and speak comfortably, 
and still be heard clearly whatever 
their natural volume. 

Jabra- 
exclusive 

Microphone 
Quality  

Indicator 
(exclusive to Speak2 75)

No more:   Can you hear me 
now?!”

A Microphone Quality Indicator 
with a 360-degree light ring* 
gives the current speaker visual 
feedback on whether their voice is 
picked up – or not, how loud they 
sound, and which direction the 
speech is coming from. This  
unique Jabra feature will reduce  
the frustration of users not  
knowing whether they’re being 
heard or doubtfully asking: 
  Can you hear me now?”

Beamforming 
Microphones 

Upgraded microphone tech 
to filter speech from noise

‘Beamforming’ or special filtering 
microphones are designed to be 
more sensitive to sound coming 
from one or more specific  
directions than sounds coming 
from other directions to better  
filter speech from other noise. 
This provides better call clarity  
and speech transmission in any 
work environment. 

”

”

*when connected via USB. *Initial activation is required via the  
Jabra Sound+ or Jabra Direct apps.



Need the richest  
experience with  
Microsoft Teams 

Rooms and Zoom 
Rooms certifications?

Do you also need a  
video solution to  

optimize the overall  
hybrid meetings? 

Need best-in-class 
calls & music  

experience with  
improved portability? 

Our most premium wireless speakerphone across all  
features. Know that the voice is picked up correctly with the  
new Microphone Quality Indicator and enjoy more natural  

conversations with Super-wideband and Voice Level  
Normalization. Best choice for Microsoft Teams Rooms and 

Zoom Rooms meetings for participants up to 8 people.

SPEAK2 75

Light and small wireless option powered by 
Speak2 best-in-class audio technologies, unified 

communication (UC) certifications and sustainable 
design. Weighs 286g/10oz and comes with the  

reliable Bluetooth 5.1 for users to enjoy  
faster pairing and longer battery life. 

Increase your average deal size
Speak2 speakerphones are the  

perfect match for the Jabra PanaCast 
and PanaCast 20 video solutions, so 
you’ve truly got all bases covered.

Wired option powered by Speak2 best-in-class  
audio technologies, UC certifications and  

sustainable design. Recommended for  
more security, safety and no dependency  

on battery charging. 

Bluetooth and 
long battery  
life for more  

flexibility

SPEAK2 55

Wire up with 
premium wired 

option 

SPEAK2 40

for personal use
PANACAST 20

for small group meetings
PANACAST

Which Speak2 fits your customer needs?
You truly got all bases covered with the most premium  
meeting solutions for hybrid working. 
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